
 

 

ACTIVITY SHEET 

My First Things That Go by DK and  

Things That Go Feel and Find Fun by DK  
 

SUMMARY: Cars, boats, and planes, oh my!  Learn all 

about different vehicles used for transportation.         

 

MATERIALS Included in the Kit: 

1 My First Things That Go book 

1 Things that Go book 

3 vehicles 

1 Road Map 

Traffic Signs/Stop light 

1 Activity Sheet 

 

SONG: Row Row Your Boat 

Row, row, row your boat 

Gently down the stream. 

Merrily, merrily, merrily, merrily, 

Life is but a dream. 

(Repeat) 

 

SONG: S.T.O.P. 

(by Patty Shukla, YouTube link available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bJnfhYCC-

Bo#t=32).  Pick your child up and do the motions with her/him! 

This is a special song       CHORUS: 

You have to put your ears on      Stop, go, go, go 

And listen for that magic word      Stop, go, go, go  

S.T.O.P says what you should do      Stop, go, go, go 

It’s something that you may have heard    Stop! 

Repeat with new CHORUS: 

Stop, run, run, run  Stop, Crawl, crawl, crawl  Stop, Dance, dance, dance 

Stop, Wave your hands, wave your hands, wave your hands 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bJnfhYCC-Bo#t=32
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bJnfhYCC-Bo#t=32
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POSSIBLE ACTIVITIES: 

1. Move the vehicles around on the road map.  Use words such as “stop” and “go,” “slow” and 

“fast.”   

2. Make the sounds that each vehicle makes.  Vroom vroom for a car, buh buh buh for a bus, 

ahhhhhhhhh for an airplane, etc. 

3. Practice the initial sounds of each vehicle.  “I see the car.  c c c Car!” “I see the boat.  b 

b b Boat!” etc. Do the same for each of the sounds the vehicles make.  Exaggerate the 

sounds.  “The car says vroom.  Va va va varooooooooooom!”  “I fly on an airplane.  

Wheeeeeeeee!” 

4. When possible, talk about the loudness of each vehicle you see.  “The car is noisy!”  “The 

airplane is loud!” “The boat is quiet.” And so on. 

5. Prop up books in an upside down “V” to make tunnels and send vehicles through the tunnel.   

6. Hide the toys under a washcloth or towel.  Play peek a boo.   

7. Use your body to act out the movement of the vehicles.  Arms out for an airplane, drive a 

steering wheel for a car, pull a chain for a Choo choo train, etc.   

8. Sing the Wheels on the Bus song. 

9. Look for traffic signs when you drive in the car.  Talk about what you see. 

 

SNACK: 

Apple Cars: Eat apple slices with sliced grapes for wheels.   

Stop Light: Use cream cheese to frost 3 square crackers.  Put a red pepper slice on the top 

cracker, a yellow pepper slice on the middle cracker, and a green pepper slice on the bottom 

cracker.   

 

Airplanes: Use two graham cracker sticks, put a dab of nut butter, cream cheese, or frosting on 

the middle of each graham cracker.  Put one cracker on the top of the other to make a “T.”  You 

have an airplane!  
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